Project #10: Percussion Construction
Grading Rubric

Directions:
You will compose a percussion ensemble piece using Sibelius notation software. Your project should demonstrate the following...
  ● a strong commitment to the creative process.
  ● a working knowledge of Sibelius 7.5
  ● a unique title that helps to define your project.

Have a minimum of 24 measures ____/10
Include at least 4 percussion instruments ____/10
Include three sections (the call, the rhythm, the ending) ____/15
Include a variety of rhythmic patterns ____/15
Include dynamics and accents ____/10
Include the title/composer of your piece on your score ____/10
Add entry to online portfolio ____/10
  (include header, brief description, and mp3 player)
Include a written statement that describes (in detail) your pre-production planning, individual thought process, and methods/techniques used. ____/20

Notes...

Total: ____/100